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Bright MLS continues to actively monitor and report key market metrics to keep our subscribers 
updated in real time. The following wrap-up of “the week that was” is based on the Bright MLS 
data reporting that has been distributed daily over the past several weeks. Please check your 
state area report for more specific regional data and context on what it means to real estate 
professionals and their clients. 
 

Overall assessment for Bright’s Mid-Atlantic Region: 
While the negative impact of the COVID-19 situation on the real estate industry increased over 
the past week, this week’s regional industry performance shows some positives, especially when 
compared to last year’s performance metrics.  
 

Four Takeaways from This Week: 
 

1. The average available daily inventory tracks remains durable, pacing at 94.3% of same 
week year ago. While this is a relative comparison, it’s valuable to put the current 
situation in perspective.   

2. T/O Status: The majority of listings coming off market are shifted to T/O status. Overall, 
most listings that fall through return to the market. 

3. Listing Changes: This week to date, the average daily total of off-market listing changes 
are less than 1% of the prior day’s inventory.  

4. The average daily volume of new coming soon listings is equal to a year ago and covers 
about 0.4% of all inventory.  This could serve as an indicator that prospective sellers are 
waiting on the sidelines during the Covid-19 window and that an influx of inventory on 
the market could be on the horizon once we emerge on the other side. 

 
Trends is On-Market Inventory (Active, Active Under Contract) - Current Inventory: 56,001 
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Listings Removed from the Market: 

 Temp Off - Month to date, the average daily volume of listing changes to T/O repents 
0.4% of the previous day available listing and is only 120 units greater than activity for 
April 2019. 
          

 Canceled - There are -24 fewer canceled listings per day compared to the same week last 
year (56 vs. 80). Month to date, there are -21 fewer canceled listings per day compared 
to a year ago (54 vs. 75) 
 

 Withdrawn - For the week so far, daily withdrawn listing status change volume tracks 
under a year ago by -42 listings For the month to date, the daily average volume of 
listings moving to withdrawn covers only 0.2% of the previous day’s available listings 
and tracks under a year ago by -17 listings per day (123 vs. 140). 

 

 Removed - Week to date, the average daily total of off-market listing changes (422) 
covers 0.8% of the prior day’s inventory. Month to date, the average daily total volume 
of changes (457) trends +80 listings higher and accounts for less than one percent of 
previous day available inventory. 

 

MAJORITY OF LISTINGS COMING OFF MARKET SHIFT TO T/O STATUS  
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New Listing Trends Reflect the Slowdown in the Market  

 
 Daily: Coming Soon Listings - For the week to date, the average daily volume of new coming 

soon listings is equal to a year ago, an average of 243 a day, and represents about 0.4% of all 
inventory.  
 

 Similarly, the month to date average daily coming soon volume is equal to last year of coming 
soon listings equals year ago (223) and accounts for 0.4% of total inventory. 
 

 Daily: New Active Listings - New active listings paced at 76.9% of the same days in April, a 
difference of -68 listings. As of April to date, the volume of average daily new active listings 
stands at 80.9% the level of April 2019 activity for the same days, trending lower by -53 listings. 
 

 Daily: New Active Under Contract Listings - Through Thursday, average daily AUC listings run at 
55.7% the volume of the same days in April, for a difference of -206 listings (259 vs. 465) AUC 
listings cover 0.5% of all listings.  

 
 Month to date, the daily volume of AUC listings paced at 60.1% the level of April 2019 activity 

for the same days, coming in at -163 listings. AUC listings represent 0.8% of all listings. 
 

Sales Reflect the Market and are Trending Down  

 
 Daily: New Pending Listings - Through Thursday, average daily new pending listings stand at 

51.0%, the level of April 2019 (-545 listings). Month to date, average daily new pending listing 
volume (581) paces at 59.0% of the same month year-ago, portending a precipitous drop in 
closings.  
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 Daily Disposition of Active Under Contract and Pendings Falling Through:  
Overall, most listings that fall through return to the market. 
 

New Closed Listings - Through Thursday, average daily closed sale volume is 92.3% of the same 
week year-ago volume (-55 listings). Month to date, closings run above last year, tracking at 117.4% 
(or +123 listings). Obviously, we project a continued drop in reported closings for the remainder of 
April and possibly through June.  


